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Mineral coating  « granito » type





Technical performance characteristics:

Cutting-edge technology 
and aesthetic appeal

Mineral coating  « terrazzo » type from 2 mm thickness, the BEALSTONE 
coating offers limitless possibilities for your projects, decorative schemes and 
renovation work :

- Both indoor and outdoor

- For horizontal and vertical surfaces

- For furniture and high-end decoration

- Available in various shades enhanced by  
 stunning effects and finishes

The outstanding properties of 
the BEALSTONE coating are 
attributable to the expertise 
that BEAL possesses in the 
development of mortars, 
concretes and resins. Our 
unique know-how concerning 
highly specific coatings 
has enabled us to develop 
a decorative range with 
millimetre precision for 
various purposes.

- Adhesion 

- Hard-wearing 

-  Fine thickness from 2 mm

- An extensive range of shades and looks

-  Dry or wet sanding 



The BEALSTONE coating has the « terrazzo », 
« cocciopesto » and « granito » genes in its DNA as 
well as all of the stone-based coatings contained in 
a mortar.

These legendary, thousand-year-old coatings, 
found from Asia to Europe and later in the New 
World, have witnessed many historical events and 
have been trampled upon by countless numbers of 
people throughout the ages.

These decorative coatings are reappearing today 
and in particular the BEALSTONE coating which 
now combines functionality, aesthetic appeal and 
ease-of-use.

The BEALSTONE coating is applied in a thin layer 
and can now be used for both wall and floor 
coverings.

The BEALSTONE coating can even be used on 
furniture.



The BEALSTONE coating can slip in 
anywhere to form a resilient, seamless 
coating providing a continuous look 
depending upon the surface. 

A CUSTOMIZED, 
SEAMLESS COATING



INCREDIBLE 
COMBINATIONS
The vast array of combinations with such materials enables exact and distinctive 
personalisation.

Shell fragments, metal with shards of broken bottles or mirrors are some examples 
of what can be used to give the BEALSTONE coating a magnificent look.

Preselected aggregates are available for the BEALSTONE coating but you also 
have the option of using stones or other substances from your region.



The BEALSTONE coating can be 
combined with stone, wood, glass, 
metal, etc.





« Terrazzo » floors can be renovated today thanks to 
the vast range of materials which can be integrated into 
the BEALSTONE coating, a specific pigmentation in the 
material and the expertise of the installer.
Old coverings from the Art Deco period can be restored in 
a way which is almost identical to the original 
re-establishing their beauty.

REDISCOVERED 
SPLENDOUR







The BEALSTONE coating is a product 
comprising various materials. 
All of its components are blended to 
create a highly resistant covering. 

A 
ROBUST
MIXTURE



A CHALLENGE 
FOR THE 
IMAGINATION

For creative people, the 
BEALSTONE coating provides 
a wide range of decorative 
options both in terms of finishes 
and where it is used: sink units, 
bathrooms, tables, work surfaces, 
etc.





ENERGY 
ACTIVATOR

The BEALSTONE coating activates and mobilises 
energy by creating synergies between the architect, 
the client, the installer and BEAL.

With millions of possible combinations, the 
BEALSTONE coating genuinely transforms your 
interiors and exteriors.



A RESPONSIBLE 
AND SUSTAINABLE 
MATERIAL
Like all BEAL products, the BEALSTONE coating 
meets the three key requirements of sustainable 
development.

Economy
The wide-ranging options for application added to 
combinations of colors and aggregates offered by 
the BEALSTONE coating provide each user with 
customizable added value.
As the mixture is prepared on site, any excess of 
products can always be reused for other projects 
and/or other types of applications.

Social 

The very nature of the BEALSTONE coating and the 
on-site training opportunities encourage the use of 
local labour. 

Environmental

The BEALSTONE coating enables existing surfaces 
to be recovered and/or repaired which not only 
results in less waste but also far fewer restrictions 
on renovation or new-build projects.
Due to its fine thickness and low consumption as 
well as the use of local aggregates, the BEALSTONE 
coating ensures lower transport costs and a 
significant reduction in environmental footprint.





AN 
ACCESSIBLE 
PRODUCT

Training

Users and designers can envisage 
new ways of applying the BEALSTONE 
coating every day. Careful and efficient 
application requires the mastery of 
basic techniques.

A programme combining practice and 
theory

BEAL organises training on the 
BEALSTONE coating techniques on an 
ongoing basis. Covering both theory 
and practice, participants are given 
an insight into sanding and polishing 
methods by experienced trainers.

Interested?

Find the description of the training 
sessions, the dates and the registration 
arrangements on www.bealtraining.com



  
A TRADEMARK 
PRODUCT

Beal is the only company that develops 
and manufactures the BEALSTONE 
brand.

Beware of  imitations and counterfeits of 
BEAL trademarks, products and training 
courses. They do not meet the same 
quality standards and do not guarantee 
the same results.

Ask your installer for project references 
and check your choice on a sample using 
ad hoc protection before placing an 
order.



BEAL designs, develops, manufactures and distributes other highly technical products: coverings 

for façades, water repellents CAPILASIL® to combat rising damp and to waterproof façades, the 

MORTEX® coating, etc.
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